How can we help?
Extra digital hands to relieve your
contact center
Chatbot implementation in one
week
In these challenging times, it is understandable that your customer and/or IT contact
center is suddenly not able to handle the influx of (new) inquiries from your customers,
civilians or own employees. The experience & quality of the service decreases, while the
pressure on your agents drastically rises. Atos' rapid Chatbot implementation supports
you to quickly re-establish the service that matches your quality standards.

Introducing the chatbot in one week
½-day kicko f worksop
3-day build & train chatbot
1-x days live implementation*

A good chatbot can catch and answer many
questions that normally would end up at your
contact center. Atos is able to create and implement a
high-quality FAQ Chatbot on your channel (website,
app, ...), as long as we are provided with su icient
expertise and input from the client with regard to
content and front-end. The set-up of the front-end
architecture is also a dependency. Atos is Technology
agnostic, which means we’ll jointly determine what
its best for your organization.

2 4 people from client site
5 6 people from Atos site
Cooperation and
implementation entirely
online

The Chatbot will contribute to improved customer
satisfaction since it is available 24/7 and there is no
waiting time involved. Secondly, it will reduce
costs through contact de lection and a lower AHT.
Finally, agents also bene it because of a decrease in
repetitive questions and a reduced workload.

*dependent on customer architecture &
resources

The Approach

What will you get?

We’ll set-up a small joint team. We have
experienced NLP/NLU data scientists &
engineers, cloud developers, and
Conversational AI consultants. You will
need to supply your content & front-end
expertise. The inal team composition is
something we will agree on together. Our
team (and your employees) do not have
to be physically present in the o ice to
build and implement the solution; we can
work as a virtual team.

The outcome is a live chatbot on your
channel that is able to answer your FAQ’s,
which includes a real-time analytics layer.
It will also be set up in such a way that it
can serve as a basis to pave the way for
enterprise scaling: organize & build up
more advanced Conversational AI
implementations such as advanced
integrations and voice & agent assisting
functionalities.

Next steps
The next step is to assess the e fectiveness of the chatbot and make an investment decision
about possibly extending the content & functionality, and starting a partnership towards
enterprise scaling.

